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Breakdow
wn of corre
elated tunn
neling
MPQ-LM
MU scientistts togetherr with scien
ntists from the Weizm
mann Institu
ute in
Israel sh
how, how quantum-m
q
mechanicall tunneling
g through a barrier can be
altered drastically
d
due to the interplay of
o many pa
articles in low
l
dimens
sions
Quantum
m systems do often behave
b
diffferently fro
om what we
w would ex
xpect
intuitively and from
m our daily
y experienc
ce. One ex
xample is provided
p
b
by the
so-called
d Landau-Z
Zener prob
blem. It des
scribes e.g
g. the tunne
eling of a q
quantum particle between two pottential wellls with an initial diffe
erence in p
potential energ
gy that is gradually
g
r
reversed
ov
ver time. The
T Russian
n physicistt Lew
Landau and
a
the Am
merican ph
hysicist Cla
arence Zener have tac
ckled this problem in a more gen
neral conte
ext in 1932. They found that the quantum
m particle wou
uld be transported fro
om one we
ell to the other, provided that th
he reversal in potential energy
e
is carried
c
out slow enou
ugh. This is
s true no m
matter
whether the particle started out in the
e well whic
ch was hig
gher or low
wer in
potentiall energy. In
n this resp
pect, the re
esult differs
s much fro
om the exp
pectation for a classicall fluid, which will alw
ways find itts way into
o the well lower
eventually in energ
gy. MPQ-LM
MU scientists around
d Prof. Imm
manuel Blo
och in
collabora
ation with theoreticia
ans from th
he Weizma
ann Institutte of Scien
nce in
Rehovot, Israel hav
ve experim
mentally inv
vestigated a Landau--Zener sce
enario
in a systtem of one
ential
e-dimensio
onal quanttum gases in two co
oupled pote
tubes. They found
d that the collective tunneling of the ma
any particlles is
drastically altered from the single-parrticle case
e, ultimately leading to a
breakdow
wn of the transfer to
t the opposite side (Nature Physics, AOP,
17.10.201
10, DOI: 10
0.1038/NPH
HYS1801).
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In their exxperiments,, the scientiists cool do
own a small cloud of “b
bosonic” rub
bidium
atoms to only a few
w nanokelvin
n above ab
bsolute zero
o – that is about
a
minus 273
degree Celsius.
C
At such
s
low temperaturess, all atoms gather in a single qua
antum
state, forrming a new
w state of matter kno
own as the Bose-Einsttein conden
nsate.
This ultra
acold quan
ntum gas is subsequently load
ded into a so-called twodimensional “optical lattice”. Th
his optical lattice is cre
eated by the interferen
nce of
two ortho
ogonal pairss of counter-propagatin
ng laser be
eams which
h results in a two
dimensional pattern of bright “lines
“
of light”. The intteraction be
etween ligh
ht and
atoms forrces the lattter to arran
nge in a ma
atching regu
ular pattern
n of thousan
nds of
elongated
d quantum gases,
g
each
h consisting
g of up to 11
10 atoms.
Now, the scientists add
a another pair of cou
unter-propa
agating lase
er beams fo
orming
an optica
al lattice with just half the
t period along
a
one of
o the initia
al directionss. This
leads to a splitting of
o each of the potentia
al tubes trap
pping the orthogonally elongated qua
antum gase
es into two. The full control of the relative pha
ase betwee
en this
additional optical latttice and the
e initial one
e allows the
e scientists to only pop
pulate
one of the potential tubes of ea
ach pair by lifting the other
o
one higher in pottential
energy du
uring the sp
plitting. Furthermore, th
hey are able
e to change
e the differen
nce in
potential energy betw
ween the tu
ubes of eacch pair by controlling th
he relative p
phase
in real-tim
me. Therefo
ore, they can
n rapidly se
et an arbitra
ary initial diffference in p
potential energ
gy and then
n gradually reverse the
e potential energy diffference as in the
original Landau-Zene
er problem.. The physiccists are especially inte
erested in th
he
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question, how the one-dimensional geometry and the many-body nature of the quantum gas would alter the findings from those for a single quantum particle.
Already in the conceptually simple case where all atoms start in the potential well initially lower in energy showed some significant deviations from the single particle physics. For slow enough changes of the potential energies – or “sweeps” – all particles
ended up in the opposite tube as it would also be the case for a single quantum particle. The speed of the sweep, however, could be faster in the case of the onedimensional quantum gases. Here, the repulsive interaction forces the atoms to line up
for the transfer and to move to the opposite potential tube one-by-one, rather than all
at once. Since each of these single-particle transfers can be carried out faster in the
many-body system, the rate at which the potential energy is changed can be higher.
The total time needed for a successful sweep however, is approximately the same as
in the case of a single particle, since all particles have to move over and the advantage
of the faster transfer of a single particle is lost.
Even more striking is the difference if all particles start out in the potential tube which is
initially higher in potential energy. Here, the scientists found that not all particles would
reach the opposite tube, no matter how slow the sweep is carried out. Actually, the
transfer efficiency was decreasing for slower and slower Landau-Zener sweeps. This
result strongly resembles the expectation for a classical fluid which would always flow
into the lower tube – here the one that the atoms started from. In the classical case,
the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. Eventually, this kinetic energy will
be given to the environment as the fluid comes to rest.
In a closed quantum system, such an energy exchange with the environment is not
possible: the excess energy cannot leave the system and the relaxation of the quantum gas into the lower-energy tube is blocked. In a one-dimensional system, however,
there are low-energy excitations which are often referred to as “phonons” due to their
similarity to the lattice vibrations in solids. These phonon excitations provide an “inner
environment” in which the excess energy can be stored in arbitrary portions. As a result, the quantum gas will relax towards the potential tube lower in energy while heating up. This relaxation mechanism is strongest for small differences in the potential
energy of the two tubes. The slower the Landau-Zener sweep is carried out, the longer
the system will reside in this region and the more effective will be the relaxation.
The work described here provides for the first time an experimental study of a LandauZener problem generalized to a one-dimensional many-body setup. The dynamics of
such systems still holds a number of open questions. Especially the understanding of
whether and how low-dimensional quantum gases far from equilibrium relax and eventually thermalize in closed quantum systems remains an unsolved problem. Furthermore, such generalized Landau-Zener experiments hold the prospect of detecting
many-body quantum phase transitions at which the excitation spectra of the quantum
gases are drastically altered. The measurements described here allow for a deep
analysis of non-equilibrium phenomena in coupled one-dimensional systems and
opens the way for the detailed study of their intrinsic sound-wave like excitations.
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